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TOP 10 REASONS YOUR COMPANY WILL LOVE A CRM

A CRM keeps everything in one place. From lead and contact info to analytics on 
your latest marketing campaign, your CRM will provide a 360 visualization of every 
aspect of your sales pipeline. This streamlines communication between your rep and 
the customer since all of your customer’s pertinent information is easily accessible 
by your reps. You can also access information everywhere with mobile accessibility.

Customers are the lifeblood of your business. They pay your salaries and bills but are too often 
neglected by businesses. A CRM will help you develop a better understanding of your customers 
and facilitate interaction between your representatives and your source of revenue. In addition to 
improving your relationship with your customers, many internal practices are streamlined by the 
centralized nature of data and automation in CRM. With the right implementation of a CRM, your 
company will see improvements from both inside and out.

CUSTOMER VISUALIZATION1

A CRM gives you real-time filtering and reporting that enables you to track valuable 
performance metrics including marketing lead sources, sales pipeline & activity, 
email effectiveness, and opportunities closed won/lost. Sales and marketing teams 
will have access to the same information on the same system or linked systems, 
which means better opportunities for cross-selling since you have a better idea of 
your customers’ needs.

First and foremost, CRM’s keep your company organized. Your CRM will provide 
tools that will organize your leads and contacts all in one place. The centralization 
of data minimizes the chance of miscalculations, and employees don’t need to jump 
between systems since everything is in one place. Auto-backup and cloud storage 
provides a secure, centralized place for your customer data.
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Necessary but tedious work can be done within the system, and simple tasks such 
as scheduling meetings are not further complicated while being spread across plat-
forms. Another bonus is that many CRMs have embedded AI such as Einstein Ana-
lytics with Salesforce.

Most CRMs offer email and social media automation to help your marketing team 
make the most of their time. You may also be able to integrate your CRM with a 
marketing automation platform, which allows everyday tasks like sending out re-
ports and filling forms can be automated.

You can easily customize the data you want to see so that you know exactly where 
to look. You can also develop the dashboards to show everything you would want 
to see, and customize functionality based on your company’s objectives. 

A CRM provides real-time reports and views of your sales pipeline. KPIs are moni-
tored in real-time, over an extended period of time, all in one place, so action can 
be taken quickly based on educated, centralized forecasts. 
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When you work with Corrao Group, you’re not working 
with just Salesforce consultants or just business opti-
mization consultants; you’re working with both. Since 
2002, Corrao Group has been helping B2B organiza-
tions of all sizes successfully optimize their business 
processes with Salesforce and our full-scale digital 
marketing agency.  
 

START MAXIMIZING YOUR 
INVESTMENT TODAY!

OUR MISSION IS TO MAXIMIZE YOUR SALESFORCE INVESTMENT
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A CRM helps to resolve customer issues quickly with easy communication between 
customers and reps. Reps will have a better understanding of how to resolve cus-
tomer issues armed with their information and history, and other representatives 
can easily be included for additional help when a solution is not initially apparent.

A CRM provides a nurturing process, and retention rate is better with a CRM due 
to improved opportunities for engagement. This customer relationship encourages 
referrals for the continued success of your company. 

CUSTOMER SERVICE
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With a CRM, there are improved communications between multiple teams working 
together. Communications (email, calendar, and phone call details) are stored and 
can be accessed from a centralized location. This means that the same representa-
tive doesn’t always have to be available for the same client since every rep is draw-
ing information from the same source.
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